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VIVEZA 2     What’s new

New Viveza® 2 builds on the multi award-winning legacy of the first version to dramatically improve the way you edit your pictures. 
You’ll work faster, more efficiently and with greater control. Simply put, editing with Viveza 2 will revolutionize the way you edit.

What’s new
• Global adjustments 
• New enhancement sliders: 
 Shadow Adjustment, Structure 
• Levels and Curves 
• Improved Interface Controls 
• Improved Selection Engine 
• Improved Control Point Interaction



Installation
Windows: 
1 Close all open applications.
2 Insert the Viveza 2 CD.
3 When the auto-run installer appears, click the 
 Next button within the installation interface.
4 Accept the License Agreement.
5 Click the Next button to accept the installation. 
 Viveza 2 will be installed into all compatible  
 host applications. 
6 When the installation is complete, click the 
 Finish button to close the installer. 

Accessing Viveza 2 in Photoshop or Photoshop Elements 
1 Launch your image editing application.
2 Open an image.
3 Click the Filters menu and roll over Nik Software. Click Viveza 2 in the popup window to launch the application. 

Tip: To access the Nik Selective Tool, navigate to the File > Automation Tools menu and select Nik Selective Tool.

Accessing Viveza 2 in Lightroom 
1 Launch Lightroom.
2 Highlight the image you wish to enhance with Viveza 2.
3 Click the Photo menu and roll over Edit In. Click Viveza 2 in the pop-up to launch the application.

Accessing Viveza 2 in Aperture 
1 Launch Aperture.
2 Highlight the image you wish to enhance with Viveza 2.
3 Click the Images menu and roll over Edit With. Click Viveza 2 in the popup to launch the application. 

Macintosh: 
1 Close all open applications.
2 Insert the Viveza 2 CD.
3 Double-click on the Viveza 2 icon on the desktop 
 and click Install within the installation interface. 
4 Accept the License Agreement.
5 Click Continue to install Viveza 2 into all compatible 
 host applications. 
6 When the installation is complete, click the 
 Finish button to close the installer.
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VIVEZA 2     Interface

Photograph © 2009 Tony Sweet

Select, Zoom, and Pan Tools

Filter Controls

Navigation Loupe

New Structure & 
Shadow Adjustments

View Tools
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VIVEZA 2     Darkening the sky in a photograph

The control points available within Viveza 2 enable powerful selective control without the need to create complicated masks or  
selections. Control points work by identifying the unique color, tonality, and texture of the object they are placed upon. Each 
control point communicates with every other control point in the image to ensure a precise and natural selection.

Images with dramatic blue skies are often more impactful than images where the sky and the clouds are closer together in tonality 
and saturation. Creating this dramatic effect is easy using control points. This lesson will help demonstrate how to create dramatic 
blue skies in an image.

AfterBefore

LESSON  1Darkening the sky in a photograph



First, a control point was added to the 
sky by clicking on the Add Control Point 
button and then clicking on the blue part 
of the sky.

Next, the Brightness slider was reduced 
and the Contrast slider was increased 
until the sky reached the desired tonality. 
The saturation slider was also slightly 
increased to bring out more of the blue 
in the sky.

Then, the Size slider was increased so 
that the entire sky is covered.
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VIVEZA 2     Darkening the sky in a photograph
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In this example, the first control point did not 
cover the entire sky adequately, so an additional 
control point was added to ensure complete 
coverage. To accomplish this, the first control 
point was duplicated by highlighting the control 
point and clicking on the Duplicate button. This 
placed a copy just beside the control point that 
can then be repositioned. Alternatively, this could 
be accomplished by holding the Alt (Windows) 
or Option (Macintosh) button while clicking and 
dragging the control point to duplicate and position 
a control point in one step.

Finally, a control point was added to the foreground 
to prevent the darkening effect of the sky from 
affecting it.
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VIVEZA 2     Darkening the sky in a photograph



AfterBefore

Color casts can sometimes occur only in a portion of an image. This may be due to a bright colored object that was just  
off camera and reflecting light into the scene or due a mixture of light coming from different sources. This lesson covers  
how to selectively reduce color casts using color control points.

Next, the enhancement 
sliders were used to correct 
the color cast. Since the veil 
is a neutral object, reducing 
the Saturation slider was 
enough to reduce the 
color cast. If the object with a 
color cast is not supposed to 
be neutral, the Red, Green, 
and Blue sliders can be used 
to provide more precision 
over the reduction 
of the color cast.

First, a control point was 
added to the bride’s veil 
by clicking on the Add 
Control Point button and 
then placing a control 
point on the veil.
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VIVEZA 2     Removing color casts selectively

LESSON  2 Removing color casts selectively
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VIVEZA 2     Lightening the subject to bring focus and attention

Removing color casts selectively

One characteristic of many great images is a subject that is the focal point of the image. This can be done through composition and 
exposure, but also through image enhancements. One great way to ensure your subject is the focal point of the image is to make 
sure that it is the brightest and most contrasty part of the image. This lesson shows how Viveza 2 can be used to draw the viewer’s 
eye using control points to selectively lighten the subject.

AfterBefore

LESSON  3Lightening the subject to bring focus and attention



In the original image, the bride’s 
face is a bit too dark. By adding 
a control point first to the face 
and then increasing the Shadow 
Adjustments and Contrast sliders, 
the shadows covering the bride’s 
face can be reduced and the bride 
becomes the first object that the 
viewer’s eye goes to.

To further enhance the effect, 
additional control points can 
be added to the background to 
darken the background, adding 
even more separation between 
the bride and the background.
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VIVEZA 2     Lightening the subject to bring focus and attention
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Additional control points can be 
added to further enhance the 
image, such as adding contrast 
and structure to the brides hair, 
simulating a hair light.
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VIVEZA 2     Lightening the subject to bring focus and attention
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AfterBefore

Many images can be improved by using global adjustments only. Viveza 2 offers a number of powerful and unique  
enhancements that can not only be applied selectively using control points, but globally as well. This lesson shows  
how the global adjustments within Viveza 2 can help improve any image.
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VIVEZA 2     Improving an image’s contrast and color quickly and easily

LESSON  4 Improving an image’s contrast and color quickly and easily



Next, the Saturation slider was increased 
to naturally enhance the vibrancy of colors 
throughout the image.

First, the Contrast slider was increased to add 
contrast throughout the entire image. The 
Contrast slider within Viveza 2 ensures that 
light objects become lighter while dark objects 
become darker, all without affecting the color 
or saturation of objects throughout the image.
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VIVEZA 2     Improving an image’s contrast and color quickly and easily



The Structure slider is then 
used to accentuate fine details 
and emphasize texture. The 
Structure slider is a unique 
control available only in Nik 
Software products that provides 
control over details without intro-
ducing unwanted artifacts.

Now, a control point is added  
to provide selective control over 
the sky. First a control point is 
added to the blue part of the 
sky, then the Brightness slider 
is reduced and the Contrast 
slider is increased.
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Objects with many different tones can be difficult to select using a single control point. Viveza 2 offers a new  
feature that enables control points to be grouped together to apply the same enhancement to objects using more  
than one control point to create the selection. This lesson shows how to add control points into a group to enhance 
more complex objects.

AfterBefore
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VIVEZA 2     Selecting complex objects with groups

LESSON  5Selecting complex objects with groups



First, a control point was added to 
the flower and the Brightness and 
Contrast sliders were increased.

Next, the control point was 
duplicated and placed on  
other portions of the flower.
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VIVEZA 2     Selecting complex objects with groups
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Then, all control points were 
selected and added to a group 
by clicking on the Group button. 
Once in a group, the effect can be 
further refined by selecting only 
a single control point with the 
same effect applied to all control 
points. Additionally, the effect 
across all control points can be 
previewed on and off by checking 
and un-checking a single item in 
the Control Point List.

Additional control points were 
then added to the bottom right 
portion of the flower and added 
into a group. The Brightness, 
Saturation, Warmth, and  
Blue sliders were then used 
to slightly darken the bright 
portion of the flower while 
adding in a warm color to  
more closely match the rest  
of the flower.
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VIVEZA 2     Selecting complex objects with groups
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AfterBefore

Many images benefit from adding an s-curve to the image with a curves tool, adding contrast throughout the image in 
a very natural and photographic way. Images that have objects that are already close to black or white however can 
lose detail after contrast is added. This lesson shows how control points can be used to bring lost details back in an 
image that had an s-curve applied with the Levels and Curves tool.
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VIVEZA 2     Applying a strong curve without losing detail

LESSON  6 Applying a strong curve without losing detail



Applying a strong curve without losing detail

First, the Levels and Curves tool 
was used to add a strong s-curve 
to the image, adding contrast 
throughout the image with a 
natural and photographic effect.

Then, a control point was added 
to the hair and the Shadow 
Adjustments slider increased to 
bring details back into the hair.
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VIVEZA 2     Applying a strong curve without losing detail
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Another control point was added 
to the dress with the Brightness 
slider decreased to bring details 
back into the dress.

Finally, another control point was 
added to the skin tones, with the 
Contrast slider reduced slightly 
and the Brightness and Saturation 
sliders adjusted to produce a 
more natural skin tone.
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VIVEZA 2     Applying a strong curve without losing detail
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Contact and Support

United States

Contact Nik Software, Inc. by phone at 
(619) 725-3150 Monday - Friday from 8:30 AM - 5:00 PM (PST)  
or via email at service@niksoftware.com

Nik Software, Inc. 
7588 Metropolitan Drive 
San Diego, CA 92108, USA

Phone (619) 725-3150 
Fax (619) 725-3151

infous@niksoftware.com 
www.niksoftware.com

For more information on Nik Software products go to:  

www.niksoftware.com or www.upoint.com

Germany

In Europe, contact Nik Software, GmbH at  
+49-40-47-11-35-0 Monday - Friday from 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM (CET)  
or via email at serviceeu@niksoftware.com.

Nik Software, GmbH 
Hammerbrookstraße 93 
D-20097 Hamburg 
Germany

Phone +49-40-47-11-35-0 
Fax +49-40-47-11-35-35

infoeu@niksoftware.com 
www.niksoftware.com



To be eligible for free product updates, technical support and customer support, 
please register online by visiting

www.niksoftware.com/register

Please have your product key available at the time you register
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